"L'Affaire Chinoise"

Featuring

Exemplary Los Angeles gardens...

The Hannah-Carter Japanese Gardens
Landscape Design by Nagao Sakurai
Meander and meditate in this authentic Kyoto-style terraced garden
amid bridges, a teahouse and ancient shrines.

A Martha's Vineyard Garden
Landscape Design by Sandy Kennedy
Magnificent vistas, meandering paths; a magical place of solitude,
serenity and sport.

The Craftsman Garden
Landscape design by Karen Bream
An authentic garden complete with historic California bungalows
replete with lily pond of arts and crafts site, indigenous dry-kid stone
and plantings of the heyday.

The Hidden Gardens of Manudeville Canyon
Landscape Design by Wendy Katz
Vine-covered arbors, rare English garden artifacts,
an explosion of antique roses, and old stacked stone stairs and pathways
provide sanctuary minutes from our bustling metropolis.

The Legendary Robinson Garden Estate
Original Landscape Design by Charles Gibbs Adams
Contributing design by Tim Lindsay
Champion trees, noble palm collection, classical and elegant
Mediterranean revival gardens
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Please accept our invitation to learn more about becoming a patron
supporter of this year’s “...into the garden” Tour.
As a patron, you will join us as our special guest at our annual
Patron Gala on May 5, 2000 as we celebrate Mrs. Robinson and the
Virginia Robinson Gardens. For a patron invitation, please call (310) 276-3302.

"...into the garden" at our 2000 Garden Tour.
"L’Affaire Chinoise"

Friends of Robinson Gardens
cordially invite you to attend
our twelfth annual
2000 Garden Tour
“L’Affaire Chinoise”

"If you want to be happy for an hour, have a party,
If you want to be happy all your life,
become a gardener.”

Chinese Saying

Friday, May 19, 2000
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

While visiting the Virginia Robinson Gardens,
enjoy a lavish tea served throughout the day
in the Italianate pool pavilion

Tour tickets, a map with garden locations, Tour by VLP. Van tickets and
drawing tickets will be mailed prior to the event. Complimentary program
books may be obtained at all garden locations on the day of the Tour.

Enjoy the following exhibitions and presentations during
your visit to the Virginia Robinson Gardens...

Presenting
Lace Benicvengho
English Botanical Watercolours
Artist in Residence - Substations Home

Patricia Riley Hammer
Author of
The New Topiary

These featured guests will be offering their signed work
at the Virginia Robinson Estate.

- Informal Modeling -
Clothing by Jane Booke

- Floral Masterpieces -
Eric Buirgaberg - Flower Design
Dutch Flower House
Marc Byrd of Floral Works
Laura Armstrong of Flowers
Foster-Callaway
Gabriele’s Garden
Jamie Malleky for Homey Creations
Jocelyn Maurer
LA Premise Flowers
Mark’s Garden
C.J. Matsuzawa and Sons
Sonia Rose
Sticks and Stones

- Room Designs and Embellishments -
Anthropologie
Christie's
David Orgil
Edward Bocet Scott Design Services
Ginny’s
Marie Décor 1888
Pierz Deux
Polo Ralph Lauren
Room with a View
Smith & Hawken
The Grand Design

- Home and Garden Boutique -
Broccoli
Julie Feldman Designs
Fred Segal Hats
Fred Segal Tiana
Gift Garden Antiques
Jaye Hershey’s Interiors

Lavender Blue
Offerings
The Outdoor Room
Soulilie Marie Papier
23rd Street Jewelers

Friends of Robinson Gardens Floral Shoppe
English Botanical Watercolours by Lace Benicvengho
Robin Siegelman & Karen Slater & Interiors